Glossary of Terms for Lion, Tiger, Bear
Ancient Sumerian Anunnaki:
“Those of Royal Blood,” the Anunnaki are believed to be immortal gods and extraterrestrial
conquerors who descended from heaven and inhabited the earth 450,000 years ago during the
ancient Sumerian time in Mesopotamia, (the land between two rivers), most of which lies in the
modern state of Iraq.
The first recorded civilization of mankind, Sumerians were an advanced people with currency,
banking, writings, astronomy, and farming who inhabited the Persian Gulf. Caste systems the
world over are credited to the Anunnaki kings: in their desire to secure gold to restore the earth’s
atmosphere or to conduct electricity, they forced humans to mine and created division among
people in a divide-and-conquer manner. Many religions are thought to have been created to
further enslave the minds of humans.
Archons:
Interdimensional parasitic entities that are, in Gnosticism and religions closely related to it, the
builders of the physical universe. Among the Archontics, Ophites, Sethians and in the writings of
Nag Hammadi library, the archons are believed to be rulers, each related to one of seven planets
and capable of preventing souls from leaving the material realm.
Atlanteans:
Atlanteans are people who are believed to have inhabited the Prediluvian High Civilization of
Atlantis.
Atlantis:
Atlantis was an empire that stretched from Egypt to the Americas for over 200,000 years. The
vast majority of Atlanteans were considered highly-evolved people during this Epoch of Light
(wisdom) who employed powerful crystals that supplied and transmitted free energy, propelled
aircraft via antigravitic technology, and penetrated through walls.
The Giza plateau, said to be the center of everything on Earth, is where the gigantic Sphinx and
enormous pyramids were built. Many believe that these could not have been built by human
means alone, and that their perfect structure is evidence of ancient antigravitic technology.
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Disclosure:
The Disclosure Movement uncovers hidden knowledge regarding topics such as Atlantis,
pyramid and megalithic polygonal construction, ET (extra-terrestrial) visitation and UFOs,
spiritual pursuits, and the study of occult (hidden) history and Egyptian mystery schools.
Divine Feminine:
The Divine Feminine comprises a multitude of archetype energies, deities, virtues, and
personifications of principles and ideas/concepts that drive and inspire the desires and behavior
of individuals—and of humanity as a collective. SHE is “anima,” the spark of inspiration,
catalyst of change, and siren of desire.
Druids
A druid was a member of the high-ranking class in ancient Celtic cultures. Women druids were
wrongly persecuted by the patriarchal church for being “witches.” In fact, they were
exceptionally intelligent. According to Plutarch, the Greek Platonist philosopher, historian,
biographer, essayist, and priest at the Temple of Apollo in Delphi, Celtic women druids were
scholars who were active in negotiating treaties and wars, participated in assemblies, and
mediated quarrels. According to the highly respected ancient geographer Pomponius Mela,
virgin priestesses who could predict the future lived on the island of Sena, in Brittany.
Freemasons:
Freemasonry, or Masonry, refers to fraternal organizations that originated in the 13th century as
local guilds of stonemasons which regulated the qualifications of stonemasons and their work.
Membership included Benjamin Franklin, George Washington, Theodore and Franklin
Roosevelt, Harry Truman and Gerald Ford.
Freemasons were inheritors of the Egyptian Mystery School information on architecture,
spirituality, alchemy of the soul, and universal knowledge, or “Gnosis.” During secret ritualistic,
sometimes barbaric re-enactment ceremonies, members are taught moral lessons related to the
legend of one Hiram Abiff, the architect of King Solomon's temple.
Geomantic earthworks:
Geomancy, “divination by the earth”, is an ancient spiritual practice of interpreting the earth’s
energies that has its roots in Africa and the Middle East, where it was called ilm al-raml,
“the science of the sand”. Geomancy became one of the most popular forms of divination in
Europe during the Middle Ages (second only to Astrology) where various methods of generating
the geomantic symbols were developed. Geomantic earthworks such as such as Stonehenge and
Avebury Circle may have been built to capture, magnify, and store electromagnetic telluric earth
energy.
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Geoglyphs:
Geoglyphs are large, ancient, hand-made designs built into the landscape or up from the ground
with stones, stone fragments, or other earthen material. Best viewed from the sky, geoglyphs are
believed to have been sacred sites indicating sources of spiritual inspiration and water, and were
often interconnected with other sacred sites.
Hermetic wisdom:
Hermetic wisdom is believed to have been delivered to priest initiates by the Egyptian god
Thoth, or Hermes. These ancient Egyptian writings reflect Greek and Latin philosophy and are
thought to be responsible for waking up Europe before the Renaissance. They have long been the
influence for the Hermetic way of life.
Jinn:
Interdimensional parasitic entities; see “Archons”, above.
Ley Lines:
Ley lines are believed to be electromagnetic telluric energy pathways that follow underground
tectonic plates. Many ancient temples and buildings were constructed to make use of this energy.
Most ancient cultures had traditions that involved these straight, often geometric alignments that
connected natural and sacred prehistoric structures. The names originally given to represent these
invisible lines are translated to 'spirit,’ 'dream,’ or 'energy' paths.
MIT “Rad Lab Boys”:
MIT scientists in the classified Radiation Lab, including Vannevar Bush, John G. Trump, E.G.
Bowen, Robert Oppenheimer, and 3500 more.
In June of 1940, Vannevar Bush, the Scientific Advisor to President Franklin Roosevelt, along
with Karl Compton, President of MIT, and James Conant, President of Harvard, presented to
President Roosevelt a plan for a National Defense Research Council to oversee scientific
research directed toward the impending war effort, an idea that Roosevelt quickly approved.
Compton headed up the section of the Council overseeing technologies for detection of aircraft
and ships, capabilities that were sorely lacking at the time. There is evidence that the Rad Lab
was given the WW2 UFO File in order to evaluate possible technology from offworld
extraterrestrial craft that had been crashing all over the world.
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Megalithic ruins:
A megalith is a large prehistoric stone used to build a structure or monument, either alone or
together with other stones. There are over 35,000 megalithic structures in Europe alone, located
widely from Sweden to the Mediterranean sea. In Peru, Machu Pichu and Sacsayhuamán are
among many. The rectangular structures at Baalbek, Lebanon weigh up to 1600 tons. The entire
Giza plateau is megalithic.
Nephilim:
Known as the great Biblical giants, “the fallen ones,” the Rephaim, and “the dead ones”, the
Nephilim were a group of characters found within the Hebrew Bible. They are thought to be
progeny of the sons of God mingling with the daughters of Adam. Many believe the Nephilim
people were extraterrestrials of ancient times.
Occultist:
“Occult” means hidden knowledge. It does not mean satanic or evil practices. An occultist is a
person who believes in or practices mystical arts such as magic, astrology, alchemy, seances, or
other activity using secret knowledge or supernatural powers.
Operation PAPERCLIP:
Operation Paperclip was the code name for the 1945 Office of Strategic Services, Joint
Intelligence Objectives Agency recruitment of German scientists from Nazi Germany to the U.S.
after VE Day.
President Truman authorized Operation Paperclip in August 1945. Although he had expressly
ordered that anyone found “to have been a member of the Nazi party and more than a nominal
participant in its activities, or an active supporter of Nazism militarism” would be excluded,
many believe the US obtained over 5000 German and Nazi SS scientists during the operation.
NASA’s Wernher von Braun and plasma physicist Kurt Debus were SS members.
Prediluvian Age:
From Latin, “The age before the deluge”, the Prediluvian Age refers to the earth’s history and
high civilizations that existed before the Great Flood or “Meltwater Pulse-1B” in geological
terms. People of this time were said to have lived for many hundreds of years, as told in Genesis.
Some believe this was a higher 5th-dimensional world.
SS Ahnenerbe:
The “Ancestral Heritage Research and Teaching Society,” or Ahnenerbe Forschungs-und
Lehrgemeinschaft, was founded in July 1935 by Heinrich Himmler, Hermann Wirth (a Dutch
historian obsessed with Atlantean mythology), and Richard Walter Darré (creator of the Nazi
"blood and soil" ideology and head of the Race and Settlement Office).
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Many Ahnenerbe SS personnel were said to have been Thule Society members who studied the
occult, Atlantis lore and alchemy, and went on numerous expeditions to Tibet and elsewhere
looking for traces of a lost Aryan super-race.
Religious artifacts and traces of lost ancient technology were a priority, especially if the finds
could be weaponized. The Germans in the Indiana Jones movie “Raiders of the Lost Ark” were
Ahnenerbe.
Schumann Resonance:
The Schumann resonance, known by some as the heartbeat of mother earth, and the earth’s
vibration by others, is actually a frequency. It is the measurement of 7.83 Hz or the
electromagnetic frequency of our planet, to be exact. The Schumann resonance may not only
affect the earth, but it can also align or implement changes in human consciousness.
Shambhala:
Shambhala, which is a Sanskrit word meaning “place of peace” or “place of silence,” is a
mythical paradise spoken of in ancient texts, including the Kalachakra Tantra and the ancient
scriptures of the Zhang Zhung culture which predated Tibetan Buddhism in western Tibet.
According to legend, Shambhala is a land where only the pure of heart can live, a place where
love and wisdom reigns and people are immune to suffering, want or old age. Shambhala is said
to be the land of a thousand names. It has been called the Forbidden Land, the Land of White
Waters, Land of Radiant Spirits, Land of Living Fire, Land of the Living Gods and Land of
Wonders. The Hindus call it Aryavartha (The Land of the Worthy Ones); the Chinese know it as
Hsi Tien, the Western Paradise of Hsi Wang Mu; and to the Russian Old Believers, it is known
as Belovoyde. But throughout Asia, it is best known by its Sanskrit names: Shambhala,
Shamballa, or Shangri-la.
Star forts:
A star fort, also known as a bastion fort or trace italienne, is a star-shaped fortification that
evolved in mid-fifteenth century in Italy during the early modern period of gunpowder to
maximize defense against cannonball impacts.
Some theorists believe that telluric energy and Ley Lines may be a part of their overall function,
since Freemasons designed the forts.
Theosophy
From Latin, “divine wisdom”, theosophy is an inclusive spiritual and intellectual practice and
pursuit of knowledge about comparative religion, philosophy and science that was co-founded
the late 19th century by Madame Helena Blavatsky, a Russian noblewoman and author who
travelled the world to discover the wisdom inherent in multiple religions and philosophies.
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Thule Society:
The Thule Society was founded in 1910 by Felix Niedner, the German translator of the Eddas:
Old Norse poems from the medieval manuscript Codex Regius, written sometime in the
thirteenth century. Dedicated to the rebirth of Aryan/Teutonic supremacy, the resurrection of
Nordic mysticism, and the defeat of Christianity, the Thule Society prepared the path for the
advent of the master race. In the eclectic cosmology that made up Nazi occultism, “Ultima
Thule” was the capital of Hyperborea, the land of the superbeings who inhabited the hollow earth
and perfected the use of “Vril” energy such as Prana, Chi.
The Munich branch of the society was established in 1918 by Baron Rudolf von Sebottendorf
(Rudolf Glauer), who while living in Istanbul in 1910 had formed a secret society that combined
esoteric Sufism, Freemasonry, and the creed of the Hashshashin.
The story goes that in 1871, the occultist Edward Bulwer-Lytton's novel The Coming
Race stirred imaginations around the world with an account of a subterranean master race that
used the Vril force to sustain their secret hollow-earth empire. Extraterrestrial in origin, superior
to everyone above or below the soil of Earth, the ancestors of the Aryans have monitored the
growth of the surface nations.
In 1912, Baron Sebottendorf returned to Germany, where he became a member of a secret antiSemitic lodge known as the Order of Teutons. He was also conversant with the Bavarian
Illuminati, the Knights Templar, the Holy Vehm, the Golden Dawn, the German Order Walvater
of the Holy Grail, and Rosicrucianism. Baron Rudolf may have borrowed some concepts and
rites from such groups, as well as the Theosophists and various Hermetic schools, but certainly
his group, like many other German secret societies, placed special emphasis on the innate
mystical strength of the Aryan race.
In her writings, Madame Helena Blavatsky listed the Six Root Races—the Astral, Hyperborean,
Lemurian, Atlantean, Aryan, and the coming master race. The Germanic/Nordic/Teutonic people
were of Aryan origin, and perhaps by forming a group named after the gateway to the other
worlds, Ultima Thule, Baron Rudolf sought to demonstrate to supermen in the hollow earth the
Thule Society’s earnestness to please.
In 1920 the Nazi Party was officially created by the Thule Society, but the party’s roots are much
older. The Thule Sonnenrad (Sun Wheel) was used as inspiration for the Nazi flag and symbol.
Hitler and his inner circle had a firm belief in Atlantis and in the superior race that had
withdrawn from the surface world and prospered within the hollow earth. These ancient masters,
who were likely extraterrestrial in origin, continued to monitor the new race of surface dwellers
and from time to time had given humankind a boost up the evolutionary ladder. They were
closely observing the Earth nations at this time to determine which people they would invite to
inherit their wealth of technological knowledge. The Nazis were determined to be the people
who would become the heirs of the Master Race.
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So great was the Nazi belief in the supermen who dwelt in the Hollow Earth that in April 1942
Nazi Germany sent out an expedition composed of a number of its most visionary Ahnenerbe
scientists to seek a military vantage point in the hollow earth. Although the expedition of leading
scientists left at a time when the Third Reich was putting maximum effort in their drive against
the Allies, Göring, Himmler, and Hitler are said to have enthusiastically endorsed the project.
Steeped in the more esoteric teachings of metaphysics, the Führer had long been convinced that
Earth was honeycombed, and that a master race lived on the inside of the planet in vast caverns.
He also copied their philosophy of vegetarianism for greater Vril energy.

Vril Society:
Named after the ancient Sumerian Anunnaki term Vri-Il, “like god, the Vril Society was founded
as “The All German Society for Metaphysics” in 1921 to explore the origins of the Aryan race,
to seek contact with the “hidden masters” of Ultima Thule, and to practice meditation and other
techniques intended to strengthen individual mastery of the divine Vril force itself. Allegedly,
Aryan aliens had visited Earth and settled in Sumeria.
The society was formed by a group of female psychic mediums led by the Thule Society medium
Maria Orsic of Zagreb, who claimed to have received communication from Aryan aliens living
on Alpha Tauri, in the Aldebaran system. A second Thule Society medium was known only as
Sigrun, a name etymologically related to Sigrune, a Valkyrie and one of Wotan’s nine daughters,
in Norse legend.
Some believe the Vril Society was founded by a group of Rosicrucians in Berlin before the end
of the 19th century, while others state that it was founded by Karl Haushofer in Berlin in 1918.
The society was known by some as the Luminous Lodge, or the Lodge of Light, though others
claim that it was originally called the Brothers of the Light. “Light” is “Gnosis,” or the higher
knowledge of the universe.
Unified Field Theory:
Albert Einstein coined the term "Unified Field Theory," to describe any attempt to unify
the fundamental forces of physics between elementary particles into a single theoretical
framework. Einstein spent the latter part of his life searching for such a unified field theory, but
was unsuccessful. There are researchers who believe that Einstein had purposefully avoided
publishing his work in order to hide secrets of antigravity inside the U.S. Military. If so, the
many UFO and UAP sightings by the U.S. Navy might just validate the Unified Field Theory.
Physicist Walter Gerlach was involved with quantum physics and UFT.
Vedic Light Warrior:
In the Vedic traditions of ancient India, circa 1500 – 500 BCE, a Light Warrior is an incarnated
being from higher realms who defends and fights for light and truth on the Earth or in astral
realms. Vedic Light Warriors are those who restore, fight for, and keep balance in all things.
The light warrior methods may include a diplomatic but direct approach, bluntly honest in
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nature, but offering encouragement and support where needed and warranted, and may range
from gentle and nurturing to a more intense, empowering a “tough love” approach.
The Watchers:
The Book Of Enoch, written during the second century B.C.E., was one of the most influential
allegorical works of early Christian (particularly Gnostic) beliefs. Filled with visions of heaven
and hell, angels and devils, the book introduced concepts such as fallen angels, the appearance of
a Messiah, Resurrection, a Final Judgement, and a Heavenly Kingdom on Earth. Considered an
“apocalyptic” text. The Book Of Enoch discusses the end of the world, angels, the Nephilim,
prophecies, and punishments for the wicked post-Flood.
In the book, stories refer to 200 heavenly “Watchers” who rebelled against God in heaven. Led
by the angels Semyaza and Azazel, the Watchers came to Earth on Mount Hermon, where they
mated with human women and produced bloodthirsty Nephilim hybrid giants.
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